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Keen® FreeLander™ 2.0 Deluxe Light Weight Wheelchair
The ever lightweight (only 30lbs) Keen® FreeLander™ 2.0 comes equipped with new, improved wheelchair locks 
to extend life and stability, a 5-position adjustable height back instead of 3 for accommodating taller residents, and 
various positioning needs. Also comes standard with quick-release wheels, a gentle ½-inch tilt from the front of 
the seat to back to help prevent falls and provide positioning, and an improved locking mechanism on swing-back 
armrests. This lightweight wheelchair also includes anti-tippers, swing-away leg rests, adjustable height armrests, 
and non-tearing arm pads. With so much flexibility, this chair provides the ability to fit the user correctly. It comes 
with your choice of standard swing-away or elevating legrests. This wheelchair features 8” front wheels and 24” 
rear wheels. 
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PRODUCT FEATURES
—High-strength, lightweight midnight blue frame: Only 30 lbs
    (without front rigging)
—2-position adjustable seat height and 5-position adjustable height back for various 
  positioning needs
—A gentle half inch tilt from front of seat to back to help prevent falls and provide  
  positioning
—Quick-release, push button rear wheels allow for easy seat to floor adjustment 
    height and quick removal for compact transportation. Removal of the rear wheels 
    also reduces the wheelchair weight by 9 lbs
—Adjustable height, desk length armrests with non-tearing arm pads swing back 
    for easy transfers
—Improved wheelchair locks to extend life and stability
—Removable rear anti-tippers included
—Height adjustable front caster forks
—24" rear wheels and 8" front caster wheels
—Large composite foot plates with heel loops to minimize risk for falls, and foot 
    and leg entrapment
—Padded breathable and water resistant nylon upholstery
—11" width when folded for ease in storage or transport
—Lifetime warranty on frame and crossbraces

    Adjustable Height Back

      Quick Release Wheels

Visible Wheel Locks

Rear Anti-Tippers 

MODEL NUMBER FRONT RIGGINGS SEAT  
( W x D )

ADJUSTABLE 
SEAT TO FLOOR

OVERALL 
WIDTH

ADJUSTABLE
BACK  HEIGHT WEIGHT LIMIT

FRD2-M20x16-EL Elevating Legrests 20" x 16" 17.5" / 18.5" 28" 15" — 19" 310 lbs

FRD2-M20x18-EL Elevating Legrests 20" x 18" 17.5" / 18.5" 28" 15" — 19" 310 lbs

Limited sizes are available.
Call for availability. 
Freelander™ 3.0 is coming in 2021
with a complete size offering.


